Survey Of Colleges Shows Strict Open House Rules

At a recent conference in St. Louis, Assistant Dean T. L. Hinton questioned the plans of several colleges across the country on the subject of Open House Rules. Of the ten colleges he collected information on, only one, Cal Tech, had ten colleges he collected information on, only one, Cal Tech, had taken certain measures after certain activities. The committee states their willingness as to the status of their scholar's standing, but no provision has been made for any such information.

At Cal Tech, the committee states their willingness to maintain the privilege of nights until 7 p.m. and weekends. Illinois, and probably at some of the others. Dartmouth has open house every until 7 p.m. and weekends until 11 p.m. The student government takes away the privileges of

Schwarz Will Receive Harold DeWitt Smith Memorial Medal

Professor Edward R. Schwarz, an outstanding textile engineer at M.I.T., has received the Harold DeWitt Smith Memorial Medal, according to a recent announcement by the American Society for Testing Materials. The award is made in New York at the annual meeting of the A.S.T.M. Committee on Textile Materials.

This medal is a testimonial to the memory of the late Harold DeWitt Smith, an outstanding textile engineer who, before his untimely death, had a great interest in the textile industry and in our national defense program.

The addition of the Dean's House to the West Campus is an important contribution to the long range plan to make the M.I.T. campus a more cohesive unit. It is hoped that the presence of Dean Bordick on campus will help to make student life here more interesting and more valuable.
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The students now enrolled at M.I.T. have been given the opportunity to participate in the Selective Service System, which is aimed at the efficient exploitation of the nation's manpower resources.
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